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Enforcement of the Serious
Disaster Act
“Serious Disaster Act, keep safety clearly…Businesses need to abide by the law.”

Labor Administration “Not subject to the Serious Accident Act”

A port worker in his 40s was hit and killed by a trailer carrying containers at Incheon Port.

On the 12th, at the Incheon Container Terminal (ICT) in Incheon South Port, a container trailer driver A

(52) struck and killed a port worker B (42).

The Incheon Central Police Station announced on the 13th that it will investigate Mr.

Person A stated to the police, "When turning right at the intersection, I did not find Mr. B."

B, who died, was on his way to work for the night shift.

The police said that the accident occurred at a workplace, not a road, and the Road Traffic Act did not

apply.

A police official said, "This fatal accident is a 'safety accident' in the workplace."

The Incheon Container Terminal, where the accident occurred, is operated by PSA, a world-class port

operator in Singapore.

B, who died, is not an employee of the Incheon Container Terminal and subcontractor, which is the origi

nal contractor, but a worker of a fixing company.

The central government office of employment and labor said that it is not subject to the Serious Accide

nt Punishment Act.

However, the trailer driver explained that he is an employee of a subcontractor and is subject to crimina

l punishment for negligent manslaughter on the job.

An official from the Jungbu Regional Employment and Labor Administration said, "Mr. B does not belon

g to the main contractor or subcontractor of Incheon Container Terminal, so it seems that this company

is not subject to the Serious Accident Punishment Act."
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Incheon port worker killed by trailer
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